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Virtual docking of candidate drug 
molecules in protein receptor
Numbering atoms in an unambiguous 
way is non-trivial!
Canonicalization
Substructure matching translated into a maximal clique detection problem
through the compatibility graph
Substructure Searching
Unique identifiers
InChI=1/C13H20O3/c1-13(2,11-8-6-5-7-9-11)16-10-12(14-3)15-
4/h5-9,12H,10H2,1-4H3
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The bond scission of two tertiary carbon atoms
Reactant Pattern: 
C(C)(C)C(C)(C)
Transformations:
(convert reactants into products)
1) Break_Bond (Atom1 ,Atom 2)
2) Atom 1: Gain_Electron
3) Atom 2: Gain_Electron
Constraints:
(Which features prevent a molecule from undergoing this reaction family?)
Atom count in molecule > 9
Unit Operations
Atom Connectivity:
Make_Bond
Break_Bond
Electronic Configuration:
Gain_Electron
Lose_Electron
Bond Order:
Increase
Decrease
Molecular, e.g. # atoms in 
molecule, total # of unpaired 
electrons,, etc...
Atomic, e.g. presence of charge 
on atom, aromaticity, etc...
Constraints
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SMARTS Language 
identifies:
‐sub‐molecular pattern
‐Reactive centers that 
undergo transformations
From: M.K. Sabbe, Ph.D thesis
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